WHITE PAPER

WHAT KEEPS YOU
UP AT NIGHT
Solutions from an OEM supplier of compaction and crushing equipment

By Mark Ferge, Vice President - Sales

Our equipment
makes superior
granular fertilizers
while having the
highest yielding
compactors in the
world

When I ask leadership teams around the globe each at
world-class potash production centres, "What keeps you
up at night?" I instantly hear "Fazendo o melhor
produto!" or "создание лучшего продукта!" or "¡Hacer
el mejor producto!" or "Making better product". I also
hear things like "lowering the total cost of ownership
and driving down maintenance costs" or "maximizing
uptime and reducing unplanned downtime" or "finding
good staff to backfill my aging experienced workforce".
The potash industry is changing and potash producers
are changing with it. Farmers now demand products
such as time-release fertilizers, multi-element granular
blends, multiple grades of particle sizing, and specialty
products. And they all demand high-quality products
that they can get to their fields.
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Providing rugged information-enabled OEM-quality
compaction systems is what keeps Ludman Industries
up at night.
At Ludman we focus on the following:
Investing in new technology to continuously improve
our equipment
Reducing the total cost of ownership of our systems
Delivering information-enabled smart plants
Building robust equipment incorporating features
that simplify the maintenance of the equipment,
enhancing Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and
Operational Equipment Efficiency (OEE), and
eliminating unplanned downtime

Providing rugged informationenabled OEM quality compaction
systems is what keeps Ludman
Industries up at night.
Our equipment makes superior granular fertilizers while
having the highest yielding compactors in the world. Our
new super-alloy technology allows customers with highabrasion or high-corrosive feed materials to have
optimized MTBF. Our patent-pending coordinated roll
control system gives customers with high variation in
feed materials the ability to ensure that each piece of
flake is compacted to an ideal geometrical shape,

which in turn reduces the
fines produced during the
crushing process. Ludman
Industries utilizes "absolute
positioning force feeders"
with coordinated motion to
control and reduce any roll
skewing created by
segregated feed materials.
This motion-control system
coupled together to our
active hydraulic gap systems
provides a system with both
variable pressurization
abilities, but intelligent
optimization of the gap
control system. Lastly, we
integrate mining duty
advanced automation
control systems with full
visualization, power
distribution, digital-control
PLCs, and informationenabled automatic control
abilities. These upgrades are
what help our customers see
yield improvements from 713% and quality
improvements of 50%.

Tonight, when you are
awake thinking about your
compaction plant, try to
imagine a world in which
you make a superior product
and have higher yields,
while enjoying the lowest
cost of ownership. Then,
think of your partners at
Ludman Industries. Sleep
well, my friends.
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